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ABSTRACT
This study aims to: (1) produce proper learning by using Web Learning based Ula-Ula Lembing Dance Tutorial Video as dance learning in arts and culture subjects based on the quality criteria of the learning media used, (2) to find out that the Web Learning based Ula-Ula Lembing Dance Tutorial is used effectively for class X students of SMA Negeri 2 Kejuruan Muda. This type of research is developing the Borg and Gall product development model of Dick and Carey’s learning design model. The object of this research is grade X students. The research instruments are objective tests, practical tests and learning design experts, media and materials. The data analysis technique used is descriptive statistics. The result of the study showed: (1) the expert test was very good qualification (93.13%), (2) the learning design expert qualifications were very good (93.13%), (3) the test media learning expert qualifications were very good (93.75%), (4) individual qualification trials are very good (95.16%), (5) small group trials of very good qualifications (96.01%), (6) field trials are limited to very good qualifications (96.12%), and is suitable for use in the process of learning senior high school students. The result of hypothesis testing prove that there are significant differences between student learning outcomes learned by using media products with student learning outcomes learned without using media product. This is indicated by the results of data processing obtained by $t_{\text{count}} = 4.782 > t_{\text{table}} = 1.679$, with $dk = 9$ at the significance level $\alpha = 0.05$. It was concluded that the group learning outcomes of students who were taught using web learning based Ula-Ula Lembing Dance tutorial video product were 82.3% higher than the group of students who were taught without learning media product of 80.0.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of science and technology has brought a very significant change to various dimensions of human life, both in economic, social, cultural and educational, therefore so that education does not lag behind, the development of science and technology is necessary to make adjustments. In addition, the development of science and technology is increasingly encouraging renewal efforts in the use of technological results in learning process. The use of media is very important in learning process in school, because it helps the achievement of learning goals. The preparation of learning media becomes one of the educator responsibilities and it is considered important to increase the interest in student learning activity, teacher presence to aim the learning activities, textbook as information and other media is also necessary to improve student motivation as real form of learning activity, without interaction of student and media, learning process will never happen. Based on the finding in art and culture lesson in dance art material in Kejuruan Muda State 2 High School, through initial research conducted by researcher shows that: (1) the implementation of learning media which is less developing the student creativity through the implementation of learning sources in learning, (2) the use of multimedia in teaching and learning process is not yet maximal, (3) low activities of students in learning, (4) teaching materials that are still difficult to
find in the library, (5) inadequate practice room laboratory facilities, (6) learning result (subject score) in the form of task/practice or exercise is generally low. Beside the constraint above, there are also other problems related to the learning process cited from special interview with art and culture Teacher which was conducted in December 2018 is concluded that, during this time, subject is mostly run with lecture method. The practice is conducted by the Teacher first, then followed together with the students. From this, researcher find out the cause of lack of goals delivery in the learning process. Dance art lesson is one of the materials taught in Art and Culture subject especially to students of grade X, where the learning which is understanding about local cultural wisdom. According to the geographical location, State 2 High School is located in Aceh Tamiang Regency, from Aceh province is taken as an example of a regional dance. One of them is Ula-Ula Lembing Dance from Aceh Tamiang Regency. In this thing, researcher made a development of learning about that Dance. This dance is one of the local ancestral cultural heritage that must be preserved. Every teacher and student find difficulties in art and culture lesson especially in Aceh Tamiang Dance because of the limitedness in delivering good teaching materials, therefore, researcher had idea to make Web Learning based Tutorial Video of Ula-Ula Lembing Dance to make this learning material easy to deliver, practical, and easy to understand, also easy to be accessed by students anytime and anywhere according to their needs. Dance Art learning will be more interesting if it is implemented using current technology media, such as the use of Tutorial Video in web learning based Art learning which ease the student in the teaching and learning process, but the limitedness of competency owned by teachers in implementing learning with technology is still low, so that the learning process is less interesting.

2. METHOD

This research uses Borg and Gall method. In the initial stage, before further development, manual design was validated by material experts. Next, small group trial was conducted to find out receptivity of users towards the products. Next, validation was conducted by one media expert and one material expert, to find out the suitability level. Product effectiveness test was conducted in experiment research scheme, in two classes, experimental class treated with Web Learning based video media, and control class treated without Web Learning based tutorial video.

3. RESULTS

The manual of learning which is developed is assessed by material expert and media expert. Learning material expert validation was conducted to find out the content appropriateness (94.27%) and presentation appropriateness (91.67%). Media expert validation was conducted to find out the development design aspect of web learning based Ula-Ula Lembing tutorial video. Result of media expert validation obtained assessment average of 93.75%. This research was conducted in Kejuruan Muda State 2 High School with 1 class. In the research to be conducted, the data is obtained from student learning result from experimental class and control class. The data analysis technique used is to analyze the data by illustrating the collected data as its original without any meaning to make conclusion for public or for generalization.

The result of small group trial on Web Learning based tutorial video which is developed, shows that media is appropriate in five assessment aspects which includes aspect of guidance and information with percentage score of 94.44%, media material aspect with percentage score of 96.24%, design aspect, evaluation aspect with percentage score of 95.56%, design and media facility aspect with percentage score of 96.67% and pedagogic effect aspect with percentage score of 96.0%. This indicates that interactive learning media developed can fulfill the demand of learning necessity. The hypothesis testing in this research was conducted by using t-test formula, T-test is conducted to find out the development effectiveness of Web Learning based tutorial video media to improve the learning result of grade X students on Kejuruan Muda State 2 High School. Based on the calculation result was obtained the rate of Tcount< Ttable = 1.679. Based on that result, then Ho and ha is accepted or in other word there is significant difference between learning result of early childhood in experimental class and control class in significance level of 5%. Therefore, the learning result of students who are taught with Web Learning based tutorial video media have differences.

4. DISCUSSION

The result of experiment shows that students who were treated with web learning based tutorial video media can learn better in learning the dance skills in art and culture subject. This research supports the research finding of Mehmet Emin Aksoy, Feray Guven, Mehmet Erhan Sayali, Dilek Kitapcioglu (2018) stated that the spr of experimental class is higher that control class, where the experimental class were givem web-based learning method, while control class with traditional learning method. This is supported also by the finding of Alexander El-Ali Md, Fairhakamal Ba, C. Lynncabral Md, Judy H. Squires Md (2018) stated that students who finised web based module have higher average knowledge score than those who were given traditional learning material.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the result of Web Learning based Ula-Ula Lembing Dance Tutorial Video, the first meaning was seen from student who was sitting alone and contemplating for getting the knowledge they had never knew during school. And that is included in the meaning that the learning used made the students comfortable in learning. The visual meaning can be seen from picture taking process, color and design technique for learning media that can emerge the meaning of that web learning. For example, in good composition arrangement with more meaning in it. Then from the pose, which everything is shows by gesture, some expression, that can impress other thing that what is seen. Especially, the tutorial video presented made students easier in mastering every move of Ula-Ula Lembing dance.
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